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<== Watch for the twist!
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A Pale View of Hills crosshatches (or blends) 
immigrant fiction and historical fiction on one 

hand with horror fiction on the other.

Fun with Genre

Immigrant fiction:
-emphasis on cultural/geographic displacement
-concern for assimilation/fitting in
-transnational comparative framework

Historical Fiction:
-disjunctive setting/temporality
-attention to authenticity/”real life”/accuracy
-historical comparative framework
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What makes horror (as a genre)?



z
What makes horror (as a genre)?

1) The Return of the Repressed

“One might say that the true subject of the horror genre is the struggle for recognition of all 
that our civilization represses or oppresses: its re-emergence is dramatized, as in our 
nightmares, as an object of horror, a matter for terror, the ‘happy ending’ (when it exists) 
typically signifying the restoration of  repression.

-Robin Wood, Introduction to American Nightmare

2) Body Genre

”Gratuitous sex, gratuitous violence and terror, gratuitous emotion are frequent epithets 
hurled at the phenomenon of the ‘sensational’ in pornography, horror, and melodrama. This 
essay explores the notion that there may be some value in thinking about the form, function, 
and system of seemingly gratuitous excesses in these three genres.... My hope, therefore, is 
that by thinking comparatively about all three ‘gross’ and sensational film body genres we 
might be able to get beyond the mere fact of sensation to explore its system and structure as 
well as its effect on the bodies of spectators.”

-Linda Williams, ”Film Bodies”



Dreams and Nightmares

“It becomes easy…to offer a simple definition of horror films: they are our collective 
nightmares. The conditions under which a dream becomes a nightmare are (a) that the 
repressed wish is, from the point of view of consciousness, so terrible that it must be 
repudiated as loathsome, and (b) that it is so strong and powerful as to constitute a serious 
threat.”

-Robin Wood
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Negation in this novel is connected to the psychic act of repression.

Horror is what happens when repression no longer works.
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“good” vs. ”bad”
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Dream becomes a nightmare
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Dream becomes a nightmare
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Do the twist?

1) Reevalutate

2) Reposition – characters/stories

3) Technique of forced discontinuity 

History is experienced as a horrific 
twist in the novel.
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A Pale View of Hills crosshatches (or blends) 
immigrant fiction and historical fiction on one 

hand with horror fiction on the other.

Fun with Genre

Immigrant fiction:
-emphasis on cultural/geographic displacement
-concern for assimilation/fitting in
-transnational comparative framework

Historical Fiction:
-disjunctive setting/temporality
-attention to authenticity/”real life”/accuracy
-historical comparative framework

Horror Fiction (as figured in A Pale View of Hills):
-Return of the Repressed 
-Body Genre
-forced discontinuity This cross-hatching with horror can be thought of 

as an attempt to turn immigrant/historical fiction 
into a kind of body genre.
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